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ETHICAL CODES AND DECLARATIONS

RELEVANT TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION

INTRODUCTION

This compilation brings together international ethical
codes and declarations relevant to the work of medical
professionals in the field of human rights. They come
from a number of sources:

STATEMENTS BY
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

- from AI itself (Declaration of Stockholm; Declaration
on the participation of Doctors in the Death Penalty);

from the United Nations (Principles of Medical Ethics;
Torture Declaration; Standard Minimum Rules); (I) PHYSICIANS
from the World Medical Association (Declaration of
Geneva; International Code of Medical Ethics; Regulations
in Time of Armed Conflict; the Declaration of Tokyo;
Resolution on Physicians Participation in the Death
Penalty);

from the World Psychiatric Association (the Declaration
of Hawaii);

from the International Council of Nurses (Role of the
Nurse in the Care of Prisoners and Detainees; the Nurses
Role In Safeguarding Human Rights)

and from antiquity (The Hippocratic Oath).

Declaration of G•n•va

Rnolution on Physician Participation in
Capital Punishment

Int•rnational Code of Medical Ethics

Regulations in Time of Armed Conflict

Declaration of Tokyo

Amnesty International is reproducing them in this
collection for use and reference by medical professionals
working on human rights concerns. Although none of the
declarations are enforceable in a court of law they
nevertheless represent an international consensus and
carry unquestionable moral authority. They should be used
whenever it is appropriate to refer to the medical ethical
dimension of human rights.

Health professionals have been active in the work of
Amnesty International since its inception in 1961 and have
played an increasingly valuable role in documenting human
rights abuses and treating victims of such abuses. This
compilation is intended to contribute to the effectiveness
of such work.



STATEMENTS BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS RESOLUTION ON

PHYSICIAN PARTICIPATION IN CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

(i) PHYSICIANS (WMA, 1981)

THE DECLARATION OF GENEVA

(World Medical Association, 1948, 1968, 1983)

Following concern about the introduction of an execut on
method (lethal injection) which threatened to involve
doctors directly in the process of execution, the WMA
Secretary-General issued a press statement opposing
any involvement of doctors in capital punishment. The
34th Assembly of the WMA, meeting in Lisbon some weeks
after the issuing of the press statement, endorsed the
Secretary-General's statement in the following terms:

The World Medical Association was formed in 1947. High
on its initial list of priorities was the formulation of
a modern equivalent of the Hippocratic Oath. First
adopted by the Second World Medical Assembly in 1948, the
Declaration of Geneva was amended by the 22nd Assembly
of the WMA meeting in Sydney, Australia in 1968 and again
by the 35th World Medical Assembly meeting in Venice, Italy
in 1983.

RESOLUTION ON PHYSICIAN PARTICIPATION IN CAPITAL

PUNISHMENT

The text, as amended, reads as follows:
RESOLVED, that the Assembly of the World Medical
Association endorses the action of the Secretary
General in issuing the attached press release on
behalf of the World Medical Association condemning
physician participation in capital punishment.

FURTHER RESOLVED, that it is unethical for
physicians to participate in capital punishment,
although this does not preclude physicians
certifying death.

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Medical Ethics Comm ttee
keep this matter under active consideration.

DECLARATION OF GENEVA

AT THE TIME OF BEING ADMITTED AS A MEMBER OF THE
MEDICAL PROFESSION:

I SOLEMNLY PLEDGE myself to consecrate my life to
the service of humanity:

I WILL GIVE to my teachers the respect and gratitude
which is their due;

I WILL PRACTICE my profession with conscience and
dignity;

THE HEALTH OF MY PATIENT will by my first
consideration;

I WILL RESPECT the secrets which are confided in me,
even after the patient has died;

I WILL MAINTAIN by all means in my power, the honor
and the noble traditions of the medical profession;

MY COLLEAGUES will be my brothers;

I WILL NOT PERMIT considerations of religion,
nationality, race, party politics or social standing
to intervene between my duty and my patient;

I WILL MAINTAIN the utmost respect for human life
from its beginning even under threat and I will not
use my medical knowledge contrary to the laws of
humanity;

I MARE THESE PROMISES solemnly, freely and upon my
honor.

SECRETARY GENERAL's PRESS RELEASE

The first capital punishment by intravenous injection
of lethal dose of drugs was decided to be carried out
next week by the court of the State of Oklahoma, USA.

Regardless of the method of capital punishment a State
imposes, no physician should be required to be an active
participant. Physicians are dedicated to preserving
life.



INTERNATIONAL CODE OF MEDICAL ETHICS
Acting as an executioner is not the practice of
medicine and physician services are not required
to carry out capital punishment even if the
methodology utilizes pharmacological agents or
equipment that might otherwise be used in the
practice of medicine.

(WMA, 1949, 1968, 1983)

A physician's only role would be to certify death
once the State had carried out the capital
punishment.

Drawing on the Declaration of Geneva, the WMA formulated
a more detailed code of ethics which was approved by the
Third Assembly of the WHA meeting in London in 1949. The
International Code of Medical Ethics was subsequently
amended in 1968 by the 22nd Assembly in Sydney and again
in 1983 by the 35th Assembly of the WMA at Venice.

The text, as amended, reads as follows;

September 11, 1981
INTERNATIONAL CODE OF MEDICAL ETHICS

Duties of Ph sicians in General

A PHYSICIAN SHALL always maintain the highest
standards of professional conduct.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL not permit motives of profit
to influence the free and independent exercise
of professional judgment on behalf of patients.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL, in all types of medical
practice, be dedicated to providing competent
medical service in full technical and moral
independence, with compassion and respect for
human dignity.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL deal honestly with patients
and colleagues, and strive to expose those
physicians deficient in character or competence,
or who engage in fraud or deception.

The following practices are deemed to be unethical
conduct:

Self advertising by physicians, unless permitted
by the laws of the country and the Code of Ethics
of the National Medical Association.

Paying or receiving any fee or any other
consideration solely to procure the referral of
a patient or for prescribing or referring a
patient to any source.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL respect the rights of patients,
of colleagues, and of other health professionals,
and shall safeguard patient confidences.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL act only in the patient's interest
when providing medical care which might have the
effect of weakening the physical and mental condition
of the patient.



REGULATIONS IN TIME OF ARMED CONFLICT

(WMA, 1956, 1957, 1983)

A PHYSICIAN SHALL use great caution in divulging
discoveries or new techniques or treatment through
non-professional channels.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL certify only that which he has
personally verified.

Duties of Ph sicians to the Sick

A PHYSICIAN SHALL always bear in mind the obligation
of preserving human life.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL owe his patients complete loyalty
and all the resources of his science. Whenever an
examination or treatment is beyond the physician's
capacity he should summon another physician who has
the necessary ability.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL preserve absolute confidentiality
on all he knows about his patient even after the
patient has died.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL give emergency care as a
humanitarian duty unless he is assured that others
are willing and able to give such care.

These regulations or guidelines set out the WMA's
standards on the medical ethical position of the
physician during a period of war or other armed
conflict. The statement was approved by the 10th
World Medical Assembly in Havana in 1956, was edited
by the 11th Assembly meeting in Istanbul the following
year and was amended by the 35th World Medical Assembly
in 1983.

The amended text reads as follows:

REGULATIONS IN TIME OF ARMED CONFLICT

Duties of Ph sicians to each other

A PHYSICIAN SHALL behave towards his colleagues
as he would have them behave towards him.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL NOT entice patients from his
colleagues.

A PHYSICIAN SHALL observe the principles of the
"Declaration of Geneva" approved by the World
Medical Association.

1. Medical Ethics in time of armed conflict is
identical to medical ethics in time of peace,
as established in the International Code of
Medical Ethics of the World Medical Association.
The primary obligation of the physician is his
professional duty; in performing his professional
duty, the physician's supreme guide is his
conscience.

2. The primary task of the medical profession is
to preserve health and save life. Hence it is
deemed unethical for physicians to:

Give advice or perform prophylactic,
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures that
are not justifiable in the patient's interest.

Weaken the physical or mental strength of a
human being without therapeutic justification.

Employ scientific knowledge to imperil health
or destroy life.

3. Human experimentation in time of armed conflict
is governed by the same code as in time of peace;
it is strictly forbidden on all persons deprived
of their liberty, especially civilian and military
prisoners and the population of occupied countries.

4. In emergencies, the physician must always give
the required care impartially and without
consideration of sex, race, nationality, relig on,
political affiliation or any other similar
criterion. Such medical assistance must be
continued for as long as necessary and practicable.

S. Medical confidentiality must be preserved by the
physician in the practice of his profession.



THE DECLARATION OF TOKYO

6. Privileges and facilities afforded the physician
must never be used for other than professional
purposes.

IHMA, 19751

Rules overnin the care of sick and wounded,

articularl in time of conflict

The Declaration of Tokyo has, since its adoption in
1975, been the most comprehensive statement produced by
the medical profession on the question of the torture and
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment of detainees. It
was adopted by the 29th World Medical Assembly, Tokyo, Japan.

1. Under all circumstances, every person,
military or civilian must receive promptly
the care he needs without consideration of
sex, race, nationality, religion, political
affiliation or any other similar criterion.

2. Any procedure detrimental to the health,
physical or mental integrity of a human
being Is forbidden unless therapeutically
justifiable.

1. In emergencies, physicians and associated
medical personnel are required to render
immediate service to the best of their
ability. No distinction shall be made
between patients except those justified by
medical urgency.

The members of medical and auxiliary
professions must be granted the protection
needed to carry out their professional act-
ivities freely. The assistance necessary
should be given to them in fulfilling their
responsibilities. Free passage should be
granted whenever their assistance is
required. They should be afforded complete
professional independence.

The fulfillment of medical duties and re-
sponsibilities shall in no circumstances be
considered an offence. The physician must
never be prosecuted for observing professional
secrecy.

4 In fulfilling their professional duties, the
medical and auxiliary professions will be
identified by the distinctive emblem of a
red serpent and staff on a white field. The
use of this emblem is governed by special
regulation.

The text is as follows:

DECLARATION OF TOKYO

It .445 thepktedege oA •thy med4caf docton to pnactule med4c.fne
•4111 the seavice oi humanxty, to paezetve and  teztote hodAly and
myntaf heath wtthout dizttnetkon az  to  peazomz, to com4ont
and  to eau the em44eatng 06 h421 ot hen patient6. The utmoat
ne4pect ion human tcie •to to be  mantained even unden thneat,
and HO u-se made c4 any med4cai knowledge contaaay to the6 is
04 humanAty.

Fon •the punpose oi th.cz Dectanatton, ton•ane L6  deOned az  the
doltbenate, ,systemattc on wanton intittettom ci phiptcal on
mental 6ui4ening by one on monepetsona actkng atone ok on the
otdetz oi any authonAty, to iotce anothen pe,nson to  ukefd
tOokmatkon, to make a contiezscon,crniot any  °then ne.aeon.

The doctor shall not countenance, condone or
participate in the practice of torture or other
forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading procedures,
whatever the offence of which the victim of such
procedures is suspected, accused or guilty, and
whatever the victim's beliefs or motives, and in
all situations, including armed conflict and
civil strife.

The doctor shall not provide any premises,
instruments, substances or knowledge tc facilitate
the practice of torture or other forms of cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or to diminish the
ability of the victim to resist such treatment.

The doctor shall not be present during any
procedure during which torture or other forms
of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is used
or threatened.

A doctor must have complete clinical independence
in deciding upon the care of a person for whom he
or she is medically responsible. The doctor's
fundamental role is to alleviate the distress of
his or her fellow men, and no motive whether
personal , collective or political shall prevail
against this higher purpose.
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S. Where a prisoner refuses nourishment and is
considered by the doctor as capable of forming
an unimpaired and rational judgment concerning
the consequences of such a voluntary refusal of
nourishment, he or she shall not be fed arti-
ficially. The decision as to the capacity of
the prisoner to form such a judgment should be
confirmed by at least one other independent
doctor. The consequences of the refusal of
nourishment shall be explained by the doctor to
the prisoner.

6. The World Medical Association will support, and
should encourage the international community,
the national medical associations and fellow
doctors, to support the doctor and his or her
family in the face of threats or reprisals
resulting from a refusal to condone the use of
torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment.

STATEMENTS BY
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

(II) PSYCHIATRISTS

Declaration of Hawaii



(i1) PSYCHIATRISTS

THE DECLARATION OF HAWAII

(World Psychiatric Association, 1977)

In early 1976 work commenced on the drafting of an international
code of ethics for psychiatrists which was subsequently adopted
in 1977 at the VIth World Congress of Psychiatry in Honolulu,
Hawaii. At the same meeting the WPA committed itself to
receive and investigate allegations of the abuse of psychiatry
for political purposes; in November 1979 the establishment of
the Review Committee was finalized and it first met in Paris
in February 1980.

The text of the Declaration of Hawaii is as follows:

DECLARATION OF HAWAII

(vet •5ence the dawn oi cattuke ethec4 ha4  been an nosentiat
patt c94the heating  att.  Con4Ucting toyaitie4 iot phoic4an4
en contempotaty •socAety, the dettcate natulle oi the thetaput-
patient telat4on6hip, and the poss4b4lity u4  aixt6e4 oi
psgeheattex concepts, knowledge and teehnotogy tri actions
conttarty to the (anis o4 humantty, ail make h.eghethe_eaf
istandit4ct4 murn?necezacity than eve,t 4o1 thou pitacti4ing the•

d/t and •see,ence o4 oychkatky.

44 a oactitionot o6 medicine and a memben c94.5ociety, the
pychigtA,est ha's  to considen the ethxcal  imptication4
„speci6ic to ogchiatAy a wfl aó the ethical demandeon  aek
physec.eans and the soceetat dutia eve/14 man and woman.
A keen conse.ience and peuonat judgement eis ebSentta/ 4ot
ethicaf  hehavioat.  NeveAtheiess, to c1a2.64y the pinh4edSzieon'.5
etiiecal  empl4cation4  and to gukde  indtv.tduai lasycidcatti4t4
and hap iovn the.i.A  consciences, otitten tufea.aite  needed.

Thete4ote,  the Gent Assembey o4 the Welted Psycheateux
AssociatAon has fetid down the Ofiowing ethicat guidelines

p5ych4atti3t4 ali ove,t the wolved.

The aim of psychiatry is to promote health and
personal autonomy and growth. To the best of
his or her ability, consistent with accepted
scientific and ethical principles, the
psychiatrist shall serve the best interests of
the patient and be also concerned for the common
good and a just allocation of health resources.
To fulfil these aims requires continuous research
and continual education of health care personnel,
patients and the public.

Every patient must be offered the
available and be treated with the
and respect due to the dignity of
beings and to their autonomy over
lives and health.

best therapy
solicitude
all human
their own

The psychiatrist is responsible for treatment
given by the staff members and owes them qualified
supervision and education. Whenever there is a
need, or whenever a reasonable request is forth-
coming from the patient, the psychiatrist should
seek the help or the opinion of a more experienced
colleague.

A therapeutic relationship between patient and
psychiatrist is founded on mutual agreement.
It requires trust, confidentiality, openness,
co-operation and mutual responsibility. Such a
relationship may not be possible to establish
with some severely ill patients. In that case,
as in the treatment of children, contact should
be established with a person close to the patient
and acceptable for him or her.

If and when a relationship is established for
purposes other than therapeutic, such as in
forensic psychiatry, its nature must be
thoroughly explained to the person concerned.

The psychiatrist should inform the patient of
the nature of the condition, of the proposed
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, including
possible alternatives, and of the prognosis.
This information must be offered in a considerate
way and the patient be given the opportunity to
choose between appropriate and available methods.

No procedure must be performed or treatment given
against or independent of a patient's own will,
unless the patient lacks capacity to express his
or her own wishes or, owing to psychiatric illness,
cannot see what is in his or her best interest or,
for the same reason, is a severe threat to others.

In these cases compulsory treatment may or should
be given, provided that it is done in the patient's
best interests and over a reasonable period of
time, a retroactive informed consent can be pre-
sumed and, whenever possible, consent has been
obtained from someone close to the patient.

6 As soon as the above conditions for compulsory
treatment no longer apply the patient must be
released, unless he or she voluntarily consents
to further treatment.

Whenever there is compulsory treatment or
detention there must be an independent and neutral
body of appeal for regular inquiry into these
cases. Every patient must be informed of its
existence and be permitted to appeal to it,
personally or through a representative, without
interference by the hospital staff or by anyone
else.
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The psychiatrist must never use the possibilities
of the profession for maltreatment of individuals
or groups, and should be concerned never to let
inappropriate personal desires, feelings or
prejudices interfere with the treatment.
The psychiatrist must not participate in compulsory
psychiatric treatment in the absence of psychiatric
illness. If the patient or some third party
demands actions contrary to scientific or ethical
principles the psychiatrist must refuse to co-
operate. When, for any reason, either the wishes
or the best interests of the patient cannot be
promoted, he or she must be so informed.
Whatever the psychiatrist has been told by the
patient, or has noted during examination or
treatment, must be kept confidential unless the
patient releases the psychiatrist from professional
secrecy, or else vital common values or the
patient's best interest makes disclosure imperative.
In these cases, however, the patient must be
immediately informed of the breach of secrecy.
To increase and propagate psychiatric knowledge
and skill requires participation of the patients.
Informed consent must, however, be obtained
before presenting a patient to a class and, if
possible, also when a case history is published,
and all reasonable measures be taken to preserve
the anonymity and to safeguard the personal
reputation of the subject.
In clinical research, as in therapy, every
subject must be offered the best available
treatment. His or her participation must be
voluntary, after full information has been given
of the aims, procedures, risks and inconveniences
of the project, and there must always be a
reasonable relationship between calculated risks
or inconveniences and the benefit of the study.
For children and other patients who cannot them-
selves give informed consent this should be
obtained from someone close to them.
Every patient or research subject is free to
withdraw for  any  reason at any time from any
voluntary treatment and from any teaching or
research programme in which he or she participates.
This withdrawal, as well as any refusal to enter
a programme, must never influence the psychiatrist's
efforts to help the patient or subject.
The psychiatrist should stop all therapeutic
teaching or research programmes that may evolve
contrary to the principles of this Declaration.

STATEMENTS BY
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

(III) NURSES

Rol* of the Nurse In tfie Care of Detainns
and

Sta on the
Human Rights

's Role In Ss



( ) NURSES

ROLE OF THE NURSE IN THE CARE OF DETAINEES AND PRISONERS

(International Council of Nurses, 1975)

The 40ffowunn acto aAe and shail kematn pAoh(bited at am(
time and in  any  peace whateoeveA with Aespect to the above-
mentioned peAsons:
al violence to liAe and poison, tA pakticufa• muhdet o4

cal  kinds, mutilation, ctitei theatment and  toltuAe;
b) outtages upon peksonal dtgnity, in pak•tcuta•

humiliating and  degkadtng tteatment.

At the meeting of the Council of National Representatives
of the International Council of Nurses in Singapore in
August 1975, the following statement was adopted:

ROLE OF THE NURSE IN THE CARE OF DETAINEES AND

PRISONERS

WHEREAS (n 1971 ICN endolocd the United Nationo Untveksai
DecfaAation oA  Human Rights and, hence, accepted that:

1. "Evetuone 14 entitled to all the •lighto and Aleedomo, set
iokth (n  thio Declamation, without dotinctton oi any  kind,
ouch as tace, coloul, sex, fanguage, •leftgton, politicaf cp
othcA.1:4KLOQ, nat(nal Scctaf ct()ot, rtc)2olta,
bitth °A ilthA status (Alit-W,

"No one shalt be subjected to totthte ol to nue!, inhuman
°A  depading tAeutment (IA puniohment (Agt.5)"; and

WHEREAS tn  Aciation to  detatnees and pktsoneks oA conscience,
(ntehAogation phocedutes ahe tncheastngly being employed which
?festal in  itt eiAects, viten pelmanent, on the peAson's mental
and phystcal health;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that ICN condemns the use
of all such procedures harmful to the mental and
physical health of prisoners and detainees; and

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that nurses having knowledge
of physical or mental ill-treatment of detainees and
prisoners take appropriate action including reporting
the matter to appropriate national and/or international
bodies; and

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that nurses participate in
clinical research carried out on prisoners, only if
the freely given consent of the patient has been
secured after a complete explanation and understand-
ing by the patient of the nature and risk of the
research; and

FINALLY BE IT RESOLVED that the nurse's first
responsibility is towards her patients, notwith-
standing considerations of national security and
interest.

wHERIAS the 1CN Code  ,5peci“cae0 „srate.5that:
1. "The ,cindamentat •eeponstbifity oA the nukse is  AoutAofd:

pAomote health, to pkevent illness, to leo•ote health
and to affeviate •u“eting.

"The witse's ptimaky kesponsibtlity ts  to those people
who  teguihe mlksing cane.

3.  "Thevial„Seuhen acting tn a pkoie6sionat capacity should
at al/ times ma-int/tin standahds oA petsonat conduct which
te(ilect ciedit upon the  phoOssion.

7.  "The wi•se takeo appkoptiate action to octAeguatd the
au:Civil-Lae when his  cakea endangoted by  a co-wvAket o4
any  othet pets(91, "

WHEREAS ..(.111973 1CN kea“itmed suppa•tOtt the Red c4o46 Rights
and  Vuttos oi Nu•sos uncle& the Geneva Conventiono oi 1949,
which spec4i6icaffy state that, tn case oi  alined conAlict
intetnationai as  well as national chakacteh (i.e. intetnat
disottleks, civtl Lk4, ahmed nebettions):

1.  Membe•s of; the atmed AoAces, phtsoneks and peAsons taking
no active pa•  in the hootilitixA
a•  •hall be entitled to  photection and  cane tA  wounded °A

sick,
b) •hall be •Aeated humanely, that i4:

They may not  be subjected to  phyoicat mutilation ot to
medical °• scientiAic expetiments o6 any kind which ake
not justiAied bu the medical, dental ok  hoopttal theatment
oA the pkisoneh concertned and caviled out in his  inteteot,

- they •hall not be  witOtty fe(it without medical assistance
and cake, not ohalt conditiono exposing them to contagion
°• inAection be  cheated,

- they ohaie be tAeated humanely and  carted 60k by the Pakty
n conitict •n  whooe poweA they may be, without adveue
diotinction Aounded on oex, &ace, nationality, •eligion,
political opinion, ok  any  othet similat cAitetia.
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STATEMENT ON THE NURSE'S ROLE

IN SAFEGUARDING HUMAN RIGHTS

(ICN, 1983)

Responding to requests from national member associ
ations

for guidance on the protection of human rights of 
both

nurses and those for whom they care, the Council o
f

National Representatives of the International Coun
cil

of Nurses adopted the statement given below at its

meeting in Brasilia in June 1983.

STATEMENT ON THE NURSE'S ROLE IN SAFEGUARDING

HUMAN RIGHTS

Thk6 document has been developed tn Az/sponse to theitequtoto

o6  mitionat nutses associations A0/4 guidance tn assisting

nukses to saieguatd theiA own human nights and those 6on whom

they have pkoiessionat kesponsibitity. It •Le meant to be

used in conjunction with the ICN Code 60k Nutses and

kesotwtions tetevant to  human tights. Names shoutd also

be  6amitiak with the Geneva Conventions and the additional

pkotocots az they keZate to  the kesponsibitities o6 nutses.

The ea/0cent wottd situation As such that theke ake innumetab
te

cikcumstances in whicha  nu44C may become tnvotvedthat tequA,te

action on  hek/his pakt to sa6eguatd human tights. Nukses

ate accountable 6ok theik own pno6essional actions and must

thene6one be clean as  to uhat is expected 06 them in such

s'  'ens.

Also con6lici situations have incAeased in  mamba and o6ten

include intennal politica/ upheavat, and stni6e, oft inten-

national waft. The natant o6 wat is  changing. Incteasingfy

nukses 6ind themsetves having to act ok kespond in complex

sitAations to which theke seems to be no  ctoak cut solution.

Changes in the 6ietd 06  communications 0140 have inckeased

the awateness and sensitivity o6 all gtoups to  those con6lic
t

situations.

The need 6ot mit:ling actions to sa6eguakd human tights

not kestkicted to times 06  political upheavat and wax. It

can atso attse in oisons on in the noninal wonh 4. 'on

o6 any mitse wheke abuse 06 patients, nutses, on othets is

witnessed on suspected. Nutses have a tesponsibitity in

each o6 these situations to take action to sa6egua4d the

nights o6 those invotved. Physical abuse and mental abuse

ate equatty 06  concekn to the nutse.  Oven ok undek tteat-

ment is anothek axe& to be watched. Thekemay be pkessuk
es

apptied to use one's knowtedge and shins in ways that ate

not bene6iciat to patients ot othens.

Sc4ent46tc dAiscoventez have bloughtabout moke sophkAtAcated

iicPtin6 04 toltuke and methodso6 •tetuscitation so thatthose

beAngtotti^e.i can be keptAletvg A04 tepeated sessions. It

44 41 -suchcikeunotances that nutses must be cteak about

whatactAon4 they musttake az 4n no way can they patttcipate

in suchtcattute,oPt toktune techniques.

Nutses have tridtvAduaiv)pck.SlbtOtti buto6ten they canbe

moge e44c.ct.it' t4 they appkoach human tights issues as a

gkoup. The nattonai nuAze2associations need to ensute that

theit stkuctute pnovidesa keattstec mechanism tit/tough which

navies can seek con6identia1 advice, counset, suppott and

assistancetn dealing with these di66icult situations.

Vet(64cation 06  the 6act4 kepokted will be an impottantLtot

step in any patticulak situation.

At tones 4.t wat be appAoptiatoA01 theNNA to become a

spokesmanAOA the mitses involved. They may atso be

tequAdedtonegotate AOA them.  It is essential that

con6identiatity be  matntained. In take casesMe pensonal

judgment o6 the nutse may be such that othen actions seem

mote appkoptiate than appkoaching the association.

The nutseinitiating the actionsROuutAiLS knowledge o6 hen

cumand othcds'human q(4t3, motak coutage, a aye('tibiuolit

thnough pfan 06  action and a commitment and detetmination

to see that the necessaky 6oliow-up does ocean. PeAsonat

tiish A2 a 6acton that has to be  consideted and each petson

mustli4e hek/his best judgment in  themituation.

Ri hts of those in need of care

Health care is a right of all individuals.

Everyone should have access to health care

regardless of financial, political, geographic,

racial or religious considerations. Th nurse

should seek to ensure such impartial treatment.

Nurses must ensure that adequate treatment is

provided - within available resources - and in

accord with nursing ethics (ICN Code) to all

those in need of care.

A patient/prisoner has the right to refuse to

eat or to refuse treatments. The nurse may

need to verify that the patient/prisoner under-

stands the implications of such action but she

should not participate in the administration of

food or medications to such patients.



Ri hts and duties of nurses

- When considering the rights and duties of nursing
personnel it needs to be remembered that both
action and lack of action can have a detrimental
effect and the nursing personnel must be consi-
dered accountable on both counts.

- Nurses have a right to practise within the Code
of ethics and nursing legislation of the country
in which they practise. Personal safety - freedom
from abuse, threats or intimidation - are the
rights of every nurse.

- National nurses associations have a responsibility
to participate in development of health and social
legislation relative to patients' rights and all
related topics.

- It is a dut to have informed consent of patients
relative to having research done on them and in
receiving treatments such as blood transfusions,
anesthesia, grafts etc. Such informed consent
is a patient's right and must be ensured.

THE HIPPOCRATIC OATH
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THE HIPPOCRATIC OATH

(5th century BC)

It is not certain that the Hippocratic Oath was written
by Hippocrates but it was probably written during his
life-time. The earliest surviving references to this
Oath date from the first century AD.  These suggested that

the Oath was seen as an ideal rather than a norm and it
was not until the 4th Century AD that it was an obligatory
requirement for a doctor to take the Oath before practising.

THE HIPPOCRATIC OATH (cont.)

THE HIPPOCRATIC OATH

If I fulfil this oath and do not violate it, may
it be granted to me to enjoy life and art, being
honored with fame among all men for all time to
come; if I transgress it and swear falsely, may
the opposite of all this be my lot.

I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepius and
Hygieia and Panaceia and all the gods and
goddesses, making them my witnesses, that  I
will fulfil according to my ability and
judgment this oath and this covenant:
To hold him who as taught me this art as

equal to my parents and to live my life in
partnership with him, and if he is in need of
money to give him a share of mine, and to regard
his offspring as equal to my brothers in male
lineage and to teach them this art - if they
desire to learn it - without fee and covenant;
to give a share of precepts and oral instruction
and all the other learning to my sons and to the
sons of him who has instructed me and to pupils
who have signed the covenant and have taken an
oath according to the medical law, but to no one
else.

I will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of
the sick according to my ability and judgment; I
will keep them from harm and injustice.

I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if
asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to this
effect. Similarly I will not give to a woman an
abortive remedy. In purity and holiness I will
guard my life and my art.

I will not use the knife, not even on sufferers
from stone, but will withdraw in favor of such men
as are engaged in this work.
Whatever houses I may visit, I will come for the

benefit of the sick, remaining free of all intentional
injustice, of all mischief and in particular of
sexual relations with both female and male persons,
be they free or slaves.
What I may see or hear in the course of the

treatment in regard to the life of men, which on no
account one must spread abroad, I will keep to myself
holding such things shameful to be spoken about.
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PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL ETHICS

(United Nations, 1982)

The principles are elaborated within the text of Resolution
37/194 adopted by the United Nations General Assembly,
18 December 1982.

PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL ETHICS*

The Gene/tat Azzembfy...

DESIROUS oi 6etting 4uAtheA 6tandand.6 in thts iieid whtch ought
to be implemented by health petzonnef, palittcutatiu phyetckane,
and by GoveAnment

1.  ADOPTS the PttnctpleA 4J6 Nedtcaf IthtcA tdevaat  to  the
note o4 health petzonnet, patttculanty phy6(cianz, tn the
ootectton o4  pttsonex6 and  detainee6 agatnAt tottnu and
otheA ctuet, inhuman cot degtadtng tteatment ot punt4hment
3et 4oAth th the annex to the ple4ont •lesautton;

CALLS UPON ate GoveAnments to gtve the Pk.inc. pfes oi
Medicat Ethit.4, togetheA with the ple.sent •leeofutton, the
wideat poe6ibte dizt24but1on, cn pakticufaA among medtcat
and patamedicat amoclations and twititutionz 04 detenttor
vA  tmot6onment tn  an o44iciat Language o4 the State;

3. INVITES aft•tetevant intert-govennmentae oAgantzattons,4H
pa/atm/at the WoAld Heath  Otgan4zat4n, and non-goveAn-
mentaL atgankzation4 concettned to bAing the  Pkinctipfen o4
Medieat Ethtc4 to the attention o the wideAt po46tb4.e
gtoup o6 indivtduals, topectatty tha4e active in the
medical and patamedtcal 4ield.

PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL ETHICS RELEVANT TO THE ROLE OF

for health personnel, particularly physicians, to
engage, actively or passively, in acts which constitute
participation in, complicity in, incitement to or
attempts to commit torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment.'

PLimcipte 3

It is a contravention of medical ethics for health
personnel, particularly physicians, to be involved
in any professional relationship with prisoners or
detainees the purpose of which is not solely to
evaluate, protect or improve their physical and
mental health.

HEALTH PERSONNEL PARTICULARLY PHYSICIANS IN THE

PROTECTION OF PRISONERS AND DETAINEES AGAINST TORTURE

AND OTHER CRUEL INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR

PUNISHMENT

PAtnctpte 4

It is a contravention of medical ethics for health
personnel, particularly physicians:

to apply their knowledge and skills in order to
assist in the interrogation of prisoners and
detainees in a manner that may adversely affect
the physical or mental health or condition of such
prisoners or detainees and which is not in
accordance with the relevant international
instruments('

To certify, or to participate in the certification
of, the fitness of prisoners or detainees for any
form of treatment or punishment that may adversely
affect their physical or mental health and which
is not in accordance with the relevant international
instruments, or to participate in any way in the
infliction of any such treatment or punishment which
is not in accordance with the relevant international
instruments.

Pt-cm-wee 5

It is a contravention of medical ethics for health
personnel, particularly physicians, to participate
in any procedure for restraining a prisoner cr
detainee unless such a procedure is determined in
accordance with purely medical criteria as being
necessary for the protection of the physical or
mental health or the safety of the prisoner or
detainee himself, or his fellow prisoners or
detainees, or of his guardians, and presents no
hazard to his physical or mental health.

Piumciple 6

There may be no derogation from the foregoing principles
on any grounds whatsoever, including public emergency.

Pktnctpte 1

Health personnel, particularly physicians, charged with
the medical care of prisoners and detainees have a duty
to provide them with protection of their physical and
mental health and treatment of disease of the same
quality and standard as is afforded to those who are
not imprisoned or detained.

Pttncipte2

It is a gross contravention of medical ethics as well
as an offence under applicable International instruments,

*The preamble to the resolution has been edited. The full
document is available from UN Information Offices, Ref:
A/RES/37/194
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1 DECLARATION AGAINST TORTURE

(United Nations, 1975)

The Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Torture
and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
(Declaration against Torture) was adopted without a vote by
the United Nations General Assembly on 9 December 1975. It
calls upon states to take effective measures to prevent
torture and lists some of the most important safeguards and
remedies to be provided. It is one of the most important
international documents on torture.

DECLARATION ON THE PROTECTION OF ALL PERSONS FROM

TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL INHUMAN OR DEGRADING

Sec the Vectatatfon on the  Ptoteetion oi Aff Pe•5ons ixom
Beiny  Subjected to Tottute  and Othet  Ctuot, Inhumanot
Degtading  Tteatment  o•  Punishment (Genetal  kssembey
Resofution 345; (XXX), annex),  witicic  7  o6 which s•atet:

"1. Fox the  pulpose o6 thts Veciatatton, to•tute meant
anu act by which tovete pain  o• sukieting,  whethet
physical o• mentat,  •s  intentionally  tOl<cted by  ot
at the instigation  () a pubtic o66iciat on a pehson
6o•  such pa/clauses as  obtailung Atom him o• a thitd
petoon iniotmation  on con6es8ion,  punishing  him 6ot
an  act  he haz  committed oh is suspected (54 having
committed,ot  intimidating him o•  othet  petsons.
It doct not  include pain  ox  suqeking atising  only
4kom, inhe•ent in ot inetdentat  to,  fawAuf  sanctions
to  the  extent  consistent  with the Standakd  Minimum
Rue ok the  Tkeatment o6 Pkisonets.

":. To•tale  cons•itites an  aggkavated  and detibetate
iotm o6 child, inhuman ot degtading tteatment ot
punishment."

Attic& 7 o6 the Decta•ation otalcd:

"EachState shate  ensute  that  aee  acts o6 to•tute at deifined
in  attic&  1 au  oAtiences undo_ its  c•tminat taw.  The •amc
•halt appfy in  tegatd  to acts which conttitute  pakticipation
in, complicity  in, incitement to ot an attempt to commit
tottute."

Patticutatfy the  Univetsae Dectatation o6 Human  Rights
(GeneAaf Aoseiribty tesofu•ion 217  A (IIII„ the Intetationa
Covenants on Human Rights (Genetal Assembly  •esofutfon 22C0  A
(XXI), annex),  the  Vectakation  on the Pkoteetion o6 aft
Peksons 4kom Being  Subjected to Tottune  and  Othet CAulef,
Inhuman oh Oegkading T•eatment ot  Punishment (Gerehaf Attembfy
kesotutinn 3452 (XXX), annex) and  the StandatdMinimtm  Rufet
6o/f.the Tteatment o4 Ptisoneta (Fitst United Nations
Conmesa on the  Pkevention o  C•ime and the  Tkeatment oi
Otitiendets: •epott  by the Sechetatiat  (United Nations
publication, Sates No.  1956.IV.4), annex I.A).

TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT

The united Nattan4  Genetaf  Assembfy adopted on 9 Decembet 1975
a  Dectatation  condemning  any act o6 tottute ot othet. Offal,
inhuman  cor degtading  tAeatment  az  "an o66enee to  human dignity".
Undet its •totals, no State may  pekmit ol  totetate •toAtute OA
otheh inhuman  ot  degtading tteatment, and  each State  iz
tequestedto  take eAiective measutes  to puvent  such tAeat-
ment itom being ptactized within its jatisdiction.

The  Deciatation wads &tat adopted and Aefietted  to the Assembey

by the Fi6th  United  Nations Congtess on the Ptevention oti Clime
and Tteatment o6 066endets, hetd in  Geneva in Septembeh 1975.
In  adopting  the Dect  n  without a vote, the  Assembty  noted
tliat the Univoisal Decimation oA Human Rights and  the

International  Covenant on Civil  and  Pofiticai Rights  pAovide
that  no one may  be subjected  to tottute ot to  cAuee, inhuman
ot degtading tAeatment OK punishment.

The Assembey has tecommended  that  the  Decfatation  setve as a
guideeine 6ot  01 State2  and  otheA  entities  exehcising
e66ec1ive poweA.

The text o6  the  DechAation Oitows:

'Witte I

1.  For the purpose of this Declaration, torture means
any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted by
or at the instigation of a public official on a
person for such purposes as obtaining from him or
a third person information or confession, punishing
him for an act he has committed or is suspected of
having committed, or intimidating him or other
persons. It does not include pain or suffering
arising only from , inherent in or incidental to,
lawful sanctions to the extent consistent with
the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of
Prisoners.
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2. Torture constitutes an aggravated and deliberate
form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.

kttAx2e. 2
Any act of torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment is an offence
to human dignity and shall be condemned as a denial
of the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations
and as a violation of the human rights and funda-
mental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

ktticte 3
No State may permit or tolerate torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Exceptional circumstances such as a state of war or
a threat of war, internal political instability or
any other public emergency may not be invoked as a
justification of torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment.

kaixte 4
Each State shall, in accordance with the provisions
of this Declaration, take effective measures to
prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment from being practised within
its jurisdiction.

kaixte

Each State shall ensure that all acts of torture as
defined in article 1 are offences under its criminal
law. The same shall apply in regard to acts which
constitute participation in, complicity in, incite-
ment to or an attempt to commit torture.

Wide 8

Any person who alleges that he has been subjected
to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment by or at the instigation
of a public official shall have the right to complain
to, and to have his case impartially examined by,
the competent authorities of the State concerned.

kutitte 9
Wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that
an act of torture as defined in article 1 has been
committed, the competent authorities of the State
concerned shall promptly proceed to an impartial
investigation even if there has been no formal
complaint.

&aide 5
The training of law enforcement personnel and of other
public officials who may be responsible for persons
deprived of their liberty shall ensure that full
account is taken of the prohibition against torture
and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment. This prohibition shall also, where
appropriate, be included in such general rules or
instructions as are issued in regard to the duties
and functions of anyone who may be involved in the
custody or treatment of such persons.

Aittixte 6
Each State shall keep under systematic review
interrogation methods and practices as well as
arrangements for the custody and treatment of persons
deprived of their liberty in its territory, with a
view to preventing any cases of torture or other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Attitle  10

If an investigation under article 8 or article 9
establishes that an act of torture as defined in
article 1 appears to have been committed, criminal
proceedings shall be instituted against the alleged
offender or offenders in accordance with national
law. If an allegation of other forms of cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is
considered to be well founded, the alleged offender
or offenders shall be subject to criminal,
disciplinary or other appropriate proceedings.

Attikte 11

Where it is proved that an act of torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
has been committed by or at the instigation of a
public official, the victim shall be afforded redress
and compensation in accordance with national law.

e 12

Any statement which is established to have been made
as a result of torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment may not be invoked as evidence
against the person concerned or against any other
person in any proceedings.
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UNITED NATIONS

STANDARD MINIMUM RULES FOR THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS

AND RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS

(United Nations, 1955, 1977)

These rules were adopted by the first United Nations Congress
on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,
held at Geneva in 1955. Rule  95  was added in 1977.

The rules have been edited to exclude Rules  46-47 and 50-51
(Institutional personnel); Rules 63-64 (Individualization of
regime); Rules 67-69 (Classification and individualization);
Rule 70 (Privileges); Rules 73-76 (Work); Rule 81 (Social
Relations and after-care).

Of the related recommendations which deal with the "Selection
and training of personnel for penal and correctional insti-
tutions", and "Open penal and correctional institutions",
only brief extracts of  the section on selection and training
of personnel are reprinted here. The full document is published
by the United Nations Department of Economic  and Social Affairs
(ESA/SDHA/1, New  York, 1977).

(A)

STANDARD MINIMUM  RULES

FOR THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS

In view of the great variety of legal, social,
economic and geographical conditions of the world,
It is evident that not all of the rules are
capable of application in all places and at all
times. They should, however, serve to stimulate
a constant endeavour to overcome practical diffi-
culties in the  way of  their application, in the
knowledge that they represent, as a whole, the
minimum conditions which are accepted as suitable
by the United Nations.

On the other hand, the rules cover a field in
which thought is constantly developing. They
are not intended to preclude experiment and
practices, provided these are in harmony with the
principles and seek to further the purposes  which
derive from the text of the rules as a whole. It
will always be justifiable for the central prison
administration to authorize departures from the
rules in this spirit.

(1)  Part I of the rules covers the general  manage-
ment  of institutions, and is applicable to all
categories of prisoners, criminal or civil,
untried or convicted, including prisoners
subject to "security measures" or corrective
measures ordered by the judge.

(2)  Part II contains rules applicable only to
the special categories dealt with in each
section. Nevertheless, the rules under
section A, applicable to prisoners under
sentence, shall be equally applicable to
categories of prisoners dealt with in
sections B, C and D, provided they do not
conflict with the rules governing those
categories and are for their benefit.

Preliminar Observations

1. The following rules are not intended to
describe in detail a model system of penal
institutions. They seek only, on the basis
of the general consensus of contemporary thought
and the essential elements of the most adequate
systems of today, to set out what is generally
accepted as being good principle and practice
in the treatment of prisoners and the management
of institutions.

(1) The rules do not seek to regulate the
management of institutions set aside for
young persons such as Borstal institutions
or correctional schools,  but in general part  I
would be equally applicable in such insti-
tutions.

(2) The category of  young prisoners should include
at  least all young persons who come within
the jurisdiction of juvenile courts. As a
rule, such young persons should not be
sentenced to imprisonment.



PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION
Accommodatcon

9.  (1) Where sleeping accommodation is in individual
cells or rooms, each prisoner shall occupy by
night a cell or room by himself. If for
special reasons, such as temporary overcrowding,
it becomes necessary for the central prison
administration to make an exception to this
rule, it is not desirable to have two prisoners
in a cell or room.

(2) Where dormitories are used, they shall be
occupied by prisoners carefully selected as
being suitable to associate with one another
in those conditions. There shall be regular
supervision by night, in keeping with the
nature of the institution.

10. All accommodation provided for the use of prisonersand in particular all sleeping accommodation shallmeet all requirements of health, due regard beingpaid to  climatic conditions and particularly to
cubic content of air, minimum floor space, lighting,heating and ventilation.

11. In all places where prisoners are required to liveor  work,

The windows shall be large enough to enable the
prisoners to read or work by natural light, and
shall be so constructed that they can allow the
entrance of fresh air whether or not there is
artificial ventilation;
Artificial light shall be provided sufficient
for the prisoners to read or work without
injury to eyesight.

12.  The sanitary installations shall be adequate toenable every prisoner to comply with the needs
of nature when necessary and in a clean and decentmanner.

13. Adequate bathing and shower installations shall
be provided so that every prisoner may be enabledand required to have a bath or shower, at a
temperature suitable to the climate, as frequentlyas necessary for general hygiene according to
season and geographical region, but at least oncea  week in a temperate climate.

8a4 c PlAnc,cptv
6. (1) The following rules shall be applied impart-

ially. There shall be no discrimination on
grounds of race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth or other
status.

(2) On the other hand, it is necessary to respect
the religious beliefs and moral precepts of the
group to which a prisoner belongs.

Regoto.
7. (1) In every place where persons are imprisoned

there shall be kept  a  bound registration book
with numbered pages in which shall be entered
in respect of each prisoner received:

Informltion concerninu his identity;
The reasons for his commitment and the
authority therefor;

The day and hour of his admission and release.
(2) No person shall be received in an institution

without a valid commitment order of which the
details shall have been previously entered in
the register.

Sepatatton (16 categotiez
8. The different categories of prisoners shall be

kept in separate institutions or parts of
institutions taking account of their sex, age,criminal record, the legal reason for their
detention and the necessities of their treatment.
Thus,

Men and women shall so far as possible be
detained in separate institutions; in an
institution which receives both men and
women the whole of the premises allocated
to women shall be entirely separate;

Untried prisoners shall be kept separate
from convicted prisoners;
Persons imprisoned for debt and other civil
prisoners shall be kept separate from persons
imprisoned by reason of a criminal offence;
Young prisoners shall be kept separate from
adults.

All parts of an institution regularly used by
prisoners shall be properly maintained and kept
scrupulously clean at all times.

PeAzonathygkene
Prisoners shall be required to keep their
persons clean, and to this end they shall be
provided with water and with such toilet articles
as are necessary for health and  cleanliness.
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16. In order that prisoners may maintain a good
appearance compatible with their self-respect,
facilities shall be provided for the proper care
of the hair and beard, and men shall be enabled
to shave regularly.

Ciothtng and bedohng
17. (1) Every prisoner who is not allowed to wear

his own clothing shall be provided with an
outfit of clothing suitable for the climate
and adequate to keep him in good health.
Such clothing shall in no manner be degrading
or humiliating.

All clothing shall be clean and kept in proper
condition. Underclothing shall be changed and
washed as often as necessary for the maintenance
of hygiene.

In exceptional circumstances, whenever a
prisoner is removed outside the institution
for an authorized purpose, he shall be allowed
to wear his own clothing or other inconspicuous
clothing.

18. If prisoners are allowed to wear their own clothing,
arrangements shall be made on their admission to the
institution to ensure that it shall be clean and fit
for use.

19. Every prisoner shall, in accordance with local or
national standards, be provided with a separate
bed, and with separate and sufficient bedding
which shall be clean when issued, kept in good
order and changed often enough to ensure its
cleanliness.

MedAcat Selvkce4
22 (1) At every institution there shall be available

the services of at least one qualified medical
officer who should have some knowledge of
psychiatry. The medical services should be
organized in close relationship to the
general health administration of the community
or nation. They shall include a psychiatric
service for the diagnosis and, in proper cases,
the treatment of states of mental abnormality.

(2) Sick prisoners who require specialist treat-
ment shall be transferred to specialized
institutions or to civil hospitals. Where
hospital facilities are provided in an
institution, their equipment, furnishings and
pharmaceutical supplies shall be proper for
the medical care and treatment of sick prisoners,
and there shall be a staff of suitably trained
officers.

Food
(1) Every prisoner shall be provided by the

administration at the usual hours with food
of nutritional value adequate for health and
strength, of wholesome quality and well pre-
pared and served.

(2) Drinking water shall be available to every
prisoner whenever he needs it.

Extqc,6eand Spott
(1) Every prisoner who is not employed in out-

door work shall have at least one hour of
suitable exercise in the open air daily if
the weather permits.

(2) Young prisoners, and others of suitable age
and physique, shall receive physical and
recreational training during the period of
exercise. To this end space, installations
and equipment should be provided.

(3) The services of a qualified dental officer
shall be available to every prisoner.

23. (1) In women's institutions there shall be special
accommodation for all necessary pre-natal and
post-natal care and treatment. Arrangements
shall be made wherever practicable for children
to be born in a hospital outside the institution.
If a child is born in prison, this fact shall
not be mentioned in the birth certificate.

(2) Where nursing infants are allowed to remain
in the institution with their mothers, provision
shall be made for a nursery staffed by qualified
persons, where the infants shall be placed when
they are not in the care of their mothers.

The medical officer shall see and examine
every prisoner as soon as possible after his
admission and thereafter as necessary, with a
view particularly to the discovery of physical
or mental illness and the taking of all necessary
measures; the segregation of prisoners suspectedof infectious or contagious conditions; the
noting of physical or mental defects which might
hamper rehabilitation, and the determination of
the physical capacity of every prisoner for work.
(1) The medical officer shall have the care of

the physical and mental health of the prisoners
and should daily see all sick prisoners, all
who complain of illness, and any prisoner to
whom his attention is specially directed.

(2) The medical officer shall report to the
director whenever he considers that a
prisoner's physical or mental health has been
or will be injuriously affected by continued
imprisonment or by any condition of imprison-
ment.
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30.
26.(1)The medical officer shallregularly inspect

and advise the director upon:

a) The quantity, quality, preparation and
service of food;

b) The hygiene and cleanliness of the
institution and the prisoners;

c)The sanitation, heating,lighting and
ventilation of the institution;

d) The suitability and cleanliness of the
prisoners' clothing and bedding;







No prisoner shall be punished except in
accordance with the terms of such law or
regulation, and never twice for the same
offence.

No prisoner shall be punished unless he has
been informed of the offence alleged against
him and given a proper opportunity of presenting
his defence.The competent authority shall
conduct a thorough examination of the case.

Where necessary and practicable the prisoner
shall be allowed to make his defence through
an interpreter.

e) The observance of the rules concerning
physical education and sports, in cases
where there is no technical personnel in
charge of these activities.

(2) The director shall take into consideration
the reports and advice that the medical officer
submits according to rules 25 (2) and 26 and,
in case he concurs with the recommendations
made, shall take immediate steps to give effect
to those recommendations; if they are not within
his competence or if he does not concur with
them, he shall immediately submit his own report
and the advice of the medical officer to higher
authority.

Corporal punishment, punishment by placing in a
dark cell, and all cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishments shall be completely prohibited as
punishments for disciplinary offences.

(1) Punishment by close confinement or reduction
of diet shall never be inflicted unless the
medical officer has examined the prisoner and
certified in writing that he is fit to sustain
it.

043cipeine and Punishment
Discipline and order shall be maintained with
firmness, but with no more restriction than is
necessary for safe custody and well-ordered
community life.

(1) No prisoner shall be employed, in the service
of the institution, in any disciplinary
capacity.

(2) This rule shall not, however, impede the
proper functioning of systems based on self-
government, under which specified social,
educational or sports activities or respon-
sibilities are entrusted, under supervision,
to prisoners who are formed into groups for
the purposes of treatment.

The following shall always be determined by the
law or by the regulation of the competent admin-
istrative authority:

Conduct constituting a disciplinary offence;

The types and duration of punishment which may
be inflicted;

The authority competent to impose such
punishment.

The same shall apply to any other punishment
that may be prejudicial to the physical or
mental health of a prisoner. In no case may
such punishment be contrary to or depart from
the principle stated in rule 31.

The medical officer shall visit daily prisoners
undergoing such punishments and shall advise
the director if he considers the termination
or alteration of the punishment necessary on
grounds of physical or mental health.

Ins-Owments a6ustitaint

33. Instruments of restraint, such as handcuffs,
chains, irons and strait-jackets, shall never be
applied as a punishment. Furthermore, chains
or irons shall not be used except in the following
circumstances:

As a precaution against escape during a transfer,
provided that they shall be removed when the
prisoner appears before a judicial or admin-
istrative authority;

On medical grounds by direction of the medical
officer;

By order of the director, if other methods of
control fail, in order to prevent a prisoner
from injuring himself or others or from damaging
property; in such instances the director shall
at once consult the medical officer and report
to the higher administrative authority.

34. The patterns and manner of use of instruments of
restraint shall be decided by the central prison
administration. Such instruments must not be
applied for any longer time than is strictly
necessary.
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Inicouni ton to and compfatnts by ptisonots
35. (1) Every prisoner on admission shall be provided

with written information about the regulations
governing the treatment of prisoners of his
category, the disciplinary requirements of the
institution, the authorized methods of seeking
information and making complaints, and all such
other matters as are necessary to enable him to
understand both his rights and his obligations
and to adapt himself to the life of the
institution.

39. Prisoners shall be kept informed regularly of themore important items of news by the reading of
newspapers, periodicals or special institutional
publications, by hearing wireless transmissions,
by lectures or by any similar means as authorized
or controlled by the admininstration.

(2) If a prisoner is illiterate, the aforesaid
information shall be conveyed to him orally.

Booh4

40. Every institution shall have a library for the
use of all categories of prisoners, adequately
stocked with both recreational and instructional
books, and prisoners shall be encouraged to make
full use of it.

36. (1) Eveiy prisoner shall have the opportunity
each week day of making requests or complaints
to the director of the institution or the
officer authorized to represent him.
It shall be possible to make requests or
complaints to the inspector of prisons
during his inspection. The prisoner shall
have the opportunity to talk to the inspector
or to any other inspecting officer without
the director or other members of the staff
being present.

Every prisoner shall be allowed to make a
request or complaint, without censorship
as to substance but in proper form, to the
central prison administration, the judicial
authority or other proper authorities through
approved channels.

Unless it is evidently frivolous or groundless,every request or complaint shall be promptly
dealt with and replied to without undue delay.

Comtact with the outside toned
37. Prisoners shall be allowed under necessary

supervision to communicate with their family and
reputable friends at regular intervals, both by
correspondence and by receiving visits.

38. (1) Prisoners who are foreign nationals shall be
allowed reasonable facilities to communicate
with the diplomatic and consular representatives
of the State to which they belong.

(2) Prisoners who are nationals of States without
diplomatic or consular representation in the
country and refugees or stateless persons
shall be allowed similar facilities to com-
municate with the diplomatic representative
of the State which takes charge of their
interests or any national or international
authority whose task it is to protect such
persons.

Rgitgkon
41. (1) If the institution contains a sufficient

number of prisoners of the same religion,
a qualified representative of that religion
shall be appointed or approved. If the
number of prisoners justifies it and conditions
permit, the arrangement should be on a full-
time basis.

A qualified representative appointed or
approved under paragraph (1) shall be allowed
to hold regular services and to pay pastoral
visits in private to prisoners of his religion
at proper times.

Access to a qualified representative of any
religion shall not be refused to any prisoner.
On the other hand, if any prisoner should
object to a visit of any religious represent-
ative, his attitude shall be fully respected.

So far as practicable, every prisoner shall be
allowed to satisfy the needs of his religious
life by attending the services provided in the
institution and having in his possession the
books of religious observance and instruction of
his denomination.

Retention 06 puLAsomviz'1J/toe/ay

(1) All money, valuables, clothing and other
effects belonging to a prisoner which under
the regulations of the institution he is not
allowed to retain shall on his admission to
the institution be placed in safe custody.
An inventory thereof shall be signed by the
prisoner. Steps shall be taken to keep them
in good condition.

(2) On the release of the prisoner all such articles
and money shall be returned to him except in so
far as he has been authorized to spend money
or send any such property out of the institution,or it has been found necessary on hygienic
grounds to destroy any article of clothing. The
prisoner shall sign a receipt for the articles
and money returned to him.



52. 111 In institutions which  are large enough to
require the services of one or more full-time
medical officers, at least one of them shall
reside on the premises of the institution or
in its immediate vicinity.

(2) In other institutions the medical officer
shall visit daily and shall reside near
enough to be able to attend without delay
in cases of urgency.

53. (1) In an institution for both men and women, the
part of the institution set aside for women
shall be under the authority of a responsible
woman officer who shall have the custody of
the keys of all that part of the institution.

(2) No  male member of the staff shall enter the
part of the institution set aside for women
unless accompanied by a woman officer.

13) Any money or effects received for a prisoner
from outside shall be treated in the same way.

(4) If a prisoner brings in any drugs or medicine,
the medical officer shall decide what use
shall be made of them.

Not Accatkon oi death, cttne44, tkan46ert, etc.

44. (1) Upon the death or serious illness of, or
serious injury to a prisoner, or his removal
to an institution for the treatment of mental
affections, the director shall at once inform
the spouse, if the prisoner is married, or the
nearest relative and shall in any event
inform any other person previously designated
by the prisoner.

A prisoner shall be informed at once of the
death or serious illness of any near relative.
In case of the critical illness of a near
relative, the prisoner should be authorized,
whenever circumstances allow, to go to his
bedside either under escort or alone.

Every prisoner shall have the right to inform
at once his family of his imprisonment or his
transfer to another institution.

Remova o  paksonea4

45. (1) When prisoners are being removed to or from
an institution, they shall be exposed to public
view as little as possible, and proper safe-
guards shall be adopted to protect them from
insult, curiosity and publicity in any form.

The transport of prisoners in conveyances
with inadequate ventilation or light, or in
any way which would subject them to unnecessary
physical hardship, shall be prohibited.

The transport of prisoners shall be carried
out at the expense of the administration and
equal conditions shall obtain for all of them.

(3) Women prisoners shall be attended and super-
vised only by women officers. This does not,
however, preclude male members of the staff,
particularly doctors and teachers, from
carrying out their professional duties in
institutions or parts of institutions set
aside for women.

54.  (1) Officers of the institutions shall not, in
their relations with the prisoners, use force
except in self-defence or in cases of attempted
escape, or active or passive physical resistance
to an order based on law or regulations. Officers
who have recourse to force must use no more
than is strictly necessary and must report
the incident immediately to the director of
the institution.

Prison officers shall be given special
physical training to enable them to restrain
aggressive prisoners.

Inatktuttonai p000nnet

Except in special circumstances, statt
performing duties which bring them into
direct contact with prisoners should not be
armed. Furthermore, staff should in no
circumstances be provided with arms unless
they have been trained in their use.

biepection

55.  There shall be a regular inspection of penal
institutions and services by qualified and
experienced inspectors appointed by a competent
authority. Their task shall be in particular
to ensure that these institutions are administered
in accordance with existing laws and regulations
and with a view to bringing about the objectives
of penal and correctional services.

48. All members of the personnel shall at all times
so conduct themselves and perform their duties
as to influence the prisoners for good by their
examples and to command their respect.

49  (1)  So far as possible, the personnel shall
include a sufficient number of specialists
such as psychiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, teachers and trade instructors.

(2) The services of social workers, teachers and
trade instructors shall be secured on a
permanent basis, without thereby excluding
part-time or voluntary workers.



PART II. RULES APPLICABLE TO SPECIAL CATEGORIES

A. Prisoners under sentence
Guttettng PPLuwApU4

56. The guiding principles hereafter are Intended to
show the spirit in which penal institutions should
be administered and the purposes at which they
should aim, in accordance with the declaration
made under Preliminary Observation 1 of the
present text.

57. Imprisonment and other measures which result in
cutting off an offender from the outside world
are afflictive by the very fact of taking from
the person the right of self-determination by
depriving him of his liberty. Therefore the
prison system shall not, except as incidental
to justifiable segregation or the maintenance
of discipline, aggravate the suffering inherent
in such a situation.

58. The purpose and justification of a sentence of
imprisonment or a similar measure deprivative of
liberty is ultimately to protect society against
crime. This end can only be achieved if the
period of imprisonment is used to ensure, so far
as possible, that upon his return to society the
offender is not only willing but able to lead
a law-abiding and self-supporting life.

59. To this end, the institution should utilize all
the remedial, educational, moral, spiritual
and other forces and forms of assistance which
are appropriate and available, and should seek
to apply them according to the individual treat-
ment needs of the prisoners.

61. The treatment of prisoners should emphasize not
their exclusion from the community, but their
continuing part in it. Community agencies
should, therefore, be enlisted wherever possible
to assist the staff of the institution in the
task of social rehabilitation of the prisoners.
There should be in connexion with every institution
social workers charged with the duty of maintaining
and improving all desirable relations of a prisoner
with his family and with valuable social agencies.
Steps should be taken to safeguard, to the
maximum extent compatible withthe law and the
sentence, the rights relating to civil interests,
social security rights and other social benefits
of prisoners.

62. The medical services of the institution shall seek
to detect and shall treat any physical or mental
illnesses or defects which may hamper a prisoner's
rehabilitation. All necessary medical, surgical
and psychiatric services shall be provided to that
end.

Plea-tine
The treatment of persons sentenced to imprisonment
or a similar measure shall have as its purpose,
so far as the length of the sentence permits, to
establish in them the will to lead law-abiding
and self-supporting lives after their release
and to fit them to do so. The treatment shall
be such as will encourage their self-respect and
develop their sense of responsibility.
(1) To these ends, all appropriate means shall be

used, including religious care in the countries
where this is possible, education, vocational
guidance and training, social casework, employ-
ment counselling, physical development and
strengthening of moral character, in accordance
with the individual needs of each prisoner,
taking account of his social and criminal
history, his physical and mental capacities
and aptitudes, his personal temperament, the
length of his sentence and his prospects after
release.

(2) For every prisoner with a sentence of suitable
length, the director shall receive, as soon as
possible after his admission, full reports on
all the matters referred to in the foregoing
paragraph. Such reports shall always include
a report by a medical officer, wherever possible
qualified in psychiatry, on the physical and
mental condition of the prisoner.

60. (1) The regime of the institution should seek to
minimize any differences between prison life
and life at liberty which tend to lessen the
responsibil-ty of the prisoners or the respect
due to their dignity as human beings.

(2) Before the completion of the sentence, it is
desirable that the necessary steps be taken
to ensure for the prisoner a gradual return
to life in society. This aim may be achieved,
depending on the case, by a pre-release
regime organized in the same institution or
in another appropriate institution, or by
release on trial under some kind of supervision
which must not be entrusted to the police but
should be combined with effective social aid.
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(3) The reports and other relevant documents shall
be placed in a individual file. This file
shall be kept up to date and classified in
such a way that it can be consulted by the
responsible personnel whenever the need arisis.

Wonl

71. (1)  Prison labour must not be of an afflictive
nature.

All prisoners under sentence shall be
required to work, subject to their physical
and mental fitness as determined by the
medical officer.

Sufficient work of a useful nature shall be
provided to keep prisoners actively employed
for a normal working day.
So far as possible the work provided shall
be such as will maintain or increase the
prisoner's ability to earn an honest living
after release.

Vocational training in useful trades shall
be provided for prisoners able to profit
thereby and especially for young prisoners.

Within the limits compatible with proper
vocational selection and with the require-
ments of institutional administration and
discipline, the prisoners shall be able to
choose the type of work they wish to
perform.

72. (1) The organization and methods of work in the
institutions shall resemble as closely as
possible those of similar work outside
institutions, so as to prepare prisoners
for the conditions of normal occupational
life.

(2) The interests of the prisoners and of their
vocational training, however, must not be
subordinated to the purpose of making a
financial profit from an industry in the
institution.

(2) So far as practicable, the education of
prisoners shall be integrated with the
educational system of the country so that
after their release they may continue
their education without difficulty.

Recreational and cultural activities shall be
provided in all institutions for the benefit
of the mental and physical health of prisoners.

Soaat netattone and atitek-cam

Special attention shall be paid to the
maintenance and improvement of such relations
between a prisoner and his family as are
desirable in the best interests of both.

From the beginning of a prisoner's sentence
consideration shall be given to his future
after release and he shall be encouraged and
assisted to maintain or establish such relations
with persons or agencies outside the institution
as may promote the best interests of his family
and his own social rehabilitation.

B. Insane and mentall abnormal risoners

Educatcon and au/mutton
77.  (1) Provision shall be made for the further

education of all prisoners capable of
profiting thereby, including religious
instruction in the countries where this
is possible. The education of illiterates
and young prisoners shall be compulsory
and special attention shall be paid to it
by the administration.

Persons who are found to be insane shall not
be detained in prisons and arrangements shall
be made to remove them to mental institutions
as soon as possible.

Prisoners who suffer from other mental diseases
or abnormalities shall be observed and treated
in specialized institutions under medical
management.

During their stay in a prison, such prisoners
shall be placed under the special supervision
of a medical officer.

The medical or psychiatric service of the
penal institutions shall provide for the
psychiatric treatment of all other prisoners
who are in need of such treatment.

83. It is desirable that steps should be taken,
by arrangement with the appropriate agencies,
to ensure if necessary the continuation of
psychiatric treatment after release and the
provision of social-psychiatric after-care.



C. Prisoners under arrest or awaitin trial

An untried prisoner shall be allowed to be
visited and treated by his own doctor or
dentist if there is reasonable ground for his
application and he is able to pay any expenses
incurred.

An untried prisoner shall be allowed to inform
immediately his family of his detention and shall
be given all reasonable facilities for communi-
cating with his family and friends, and for
receiving visits from them, subject only to such
restrictions and supervision as are necessary in
the good interests of the administration of
justice and of the security and good order of
the institution.

For the purposes of his defence, an untried
prisoner shall be allowed to apply for free
legal aid where such aid is available, and to
receive visits from his legal adviser with a
view to his defence and to prepare and hand
to him confidential instructions. For these
purposes, he shall if he so desires be supplied
with writing material. Interviews between the
prisoner and his legal adviser may be within
sight but not within the hearing of a police
or institutional official.

D. Civil risoners
In countries where the law permits imprisonment
for debt or by order of a court under any other
non-criminal process, persons so imprisoned shall
not be subjected to any greater restriction or
severity than is necessary to ensure safe custody
and good order. Their treatment shall be not less
favourable than that of untried prisoners, with
the reservation, however, that they may possibly
be required to work.

E. Persons arrested or detained
without char e

Without prejudice to the provisions of article 9
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, persons arrested or imprisoned without
charge shall be accorded the same protection as
that accorded under part I and part II, section C.
Relevant provisions of part II, section A, shall
likewise be applicable where their application
may be conducive to the benefit of this special
group of persons in custody, provided that no
measures shall be taken implying that re-educationor rehabilitation is in any way appropriate
to persons not convicted of any criminal offence.

84. (1) Persons arrested or imprisoned by reason of
a criminal charge against them, who are
detained either in police custody or in
prison custody (jail) but have not yet been
tried and sentenced, will be referred to as
"untried prisoners" hereinafter in these
rules.

Unconvicted prisoners are presumed to be
innocent and shall be treated as such.
Without prejudice to legal rules for the
protection of individual liberty or pre-
scribing the procedure to be observed in
respect of untried prisoners, these prisoners
shall benefit by a special regime which is
described in the following rules in its
essential requirements only.

85. (1) Untried prisoners shall be kept separate
from convicted prisoners.

(2) Young untried prisoners shall be kept
separate from adults and shall in principle
be detained in separate institutions.

86. Untried prisoners shall sleep singly in
separate rooms, with the reservation of different
local custom in respect of the climate.

87. Within the limits compatible with the good order
of the institution, untried prisoners may, if
they so desire, have their food procured at their
own expense from the outside, either through the
administration or through their family or friends.
Otherwise, the administration shall provide their
food.

88. (1) An untried prisoner shall be allowed to
wear his own clothing if it is clean and
suitable.

(2) If he wears prison dress, it shall be
different from that supplied to convicted
prisoners.

89. An untried prisoner shall always be offered
opportunity to work, but shall not be required
to work. If he chooses to work, he shall be
paid for it.

90. An untried prisoner shall be allowed to procure
at his own expense or at the expense of a third
party such books, newspapers, writing materials
and other means of occupation as are compatible
with the interests of the administration of
justice and the security and good order of the
institution.
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I 8 I
SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

FOR PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Recommendations

B. Status of staff and conditions of service

IV. Civil evivice statue

Full-time prison staff should have the status of civilservants, that is, they should:
Be employed by the government of the country or Stateand hence be governed by civil service rules;
Be recruited according to certain rules of selectionsuch as competitive examination;
Have security of tenure subject only to good conduct,efficiency and physical fitness;
Have permanent status and be entitled to the
advantages of a civil service career in such mattersas promotion, social security, allowances, andretirement or pension benefits.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
DECLARATIONS

Declaration on th• Participation of Doctors
In the Death Penalty

Declaration of StockholmVII. Non- •  otganLzation log the ataii
Prison staff should be organized on civilian lineswith a division into ranks or grades as this typeof administration requires.
Custodial staff should be organized in accordancewith the disciplinary rules of the penal institutionin order to maintain the necessary grade distinctionsand order.

Staff should be specially recruited and not
seconded from the armed forces or police or otherpublic services.

C. Recruitment of staff
IX. Competentauthokityandgeneka/ titatAve metitod4

As far as possible recruitment should be centralized,in conformity with the structure of each State, andbe under the direction of the superior or centralprison administration.

Where other State bodies such as a civil servicecommission are responsible for recruitment, theprison administration should not be required toaccept a candidate whom they do not regard as
suitable.

Provision should be made to exclude political
influence in appointments to the staff of the
prison service.
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL FURTHER CALLS UPON

medical organizations to protect doctors who refuse
to participate in executions, and to adopt resolutions
to these ends.

DECLARATION ON THE PARTICIPATION OF
DOCTORS IN THE DEATH PENALTY

This declaration was formulated by the Medical Advisory
Board of Amnesty International and was adopted by Amnesty
International's International Executive Committee on
12 March 1981.

Amnesty International,

RECALLING

that the spirit of the Hippocratic Oath enjoins
doctors to practise for the good of their patients
and never to do harm,

CONSIDERING

that the Declaration of Tokyo of the World Medical
Association provides that "the utmost respect for
human life is to be maintained even under threat,
and no use made of any medical knowledge contrary
to the laws of humanity",
FURTHER CONSIDERING THAT

the same Declaration forbids the participation of
doctors in torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading procedures,

NOTING

that the United Nations Secretariat has stated that
the death penalty violates the right to life and that
it constitutes cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment,
MINDFUL

that doctors can be called on to partic pate in
executions by, inte4

determining mental and physical fitness for execution,
- giving technical advice,
prescribing, preparing, administering and supervising
doses of poison in jurisdictions where this method is
used,
making medical examinations during executions, so
that an execution can continue if the prisoner is
not yet dead,

DECLARES

that the participation of doctors in executions is
a violation of medical ethics;
CALLS UPON

medical doctors not to participate in executions;
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE ON THE ABOLITION OF THE DEATH PENALTY

CALLS UPON:

Non-governmental organisations, both national and
international, to work collectively and individually
to provide public information materials directed
towards the abolition of the death penalty,
All governments to bring about the immediate and
total abolition of the death penalty,

- The United Nations unambiguously to declare that
the death penalty is contrary to international law.

DECLARATION OF STOCKHOLM (11 December 1977)

The Stockholm Conference on the Abolition of the
Death Penalty, composed of more than 200 delegates
and participants from Africa, Asia, Europe, the
Middle East, North and South America and the
Caribbean region,

RECALLS THAT:

The death penalty is the ultimate cruel, inhuman
and degrading punishment and violates the right
to life.

CONSIDERS THAT:

- The death penalty is frequently used as an instrument
of repression against opposition, racial, ethnic,
religious and underprivileged groups,
Execution is an act of violence, and violence tends
to provoke violence,
The imposition and infliction of the death penalty
is brutalizing to all who are involved in the process,
The death penalty has never been shown to have a
special deterrent effect,
The death penalty is increasingly taking the form
of unexplained disappearances, extra-judicial
executions and political murders,
Execution is irrevocable and can be inflicted on the
innocent.

AFFIRMS THAT:

- It is the duty of the state to protect the life of
all persons within its jurisdiction without exception,

- Executions for the purposes of political coercion,
whether by government agencies or others, are equally
unacceptable,

- Abolition of the death penalty is imperative for the
achievement of declared international standards.

DECLARES:

Its total and unconditional opposition to the death
penalty,

- Its condemnation of all executions, in whatever form,
committed or condoned by governments,

- Its commitment to work for the universal abolition
of the death penalty.
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Puerto Rico:  Amnesty International, Calle Belaval 614, San Juan (Santurce), Puerto Rico 00909
Senegal:  Amnesty International, 152 Avenue du President Lamine Gueye, BP 3813, Dakar
Spain:  Amnesty International, Paseo de Recoletos 18, Piso 6, Madrid  I
Sri Lanka:  Amnesty International, clo E.A.G. de Silva, 79/15 Dr C.W.W. Kannangara Mawatha,

Colombo 7
Sweden:  Amnesty International, Surbrunnsgatan 44, 5-I13 48 Stockholm
Switzerland:  Amnesty International, PO Box 1051, CH-3001 Bern
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